
INTRODUCTION
Banks have been long striving to o�er fast delivery of the 
payments with possibility for tracking the process, especially in 
the case of cross-border payments, as each bank has only been 
able to guarantee and share information of payments of its own.

SWIFT has launched the gpi (global payments innovation) – the 
new standard in global payments – to overcome money transfer 
challenges and create a quick and smooth cross-border payment 
experience. SWIFT gpi aims to provide same-day availability of 
funds, transparent fees regarding transfer charges and exchange 
rates if needed in the payment, end-to-end payment tracking 
and con�rmation, and transmission of full and unaltered 
remittance information intended to ease the reconciliation of 
payments.

�e adoption of gpi aims to help banks improve their liquidity 
management by having visibility on initiated payments that are 
already on their way and o�er a reliable and competitive service 
comparing to other facilities available in the market. Moreover, 
it helps corporates improve their ability to conduct and grow 
international business and lead to better supplier relationships.

In order to achieve a rapid and e�cient adoption of gpi, AEG is 
delivering gpi-PRO – a new payment and tracking application 
which not only saves the bank all the trouble of going through 
development and testing, but also facilitates and automates the 
gpi payment process and tracking facility, along with many 
additional features, all the while being secure and free of human 
errors.

OVERVIEW
AEG gpi-PRO is a gpi payment application developed by AEG. It 
is dedicated to create gpi payments and allows the bank and its 
client to track their payments in real time. �e main role of it is 
to enable SWIFT gpi by converting corporate payment requests 
into gpi payments and by encapsulating gpi business logic and 
SLA requirements in payment transactions. And hence, AEG 
gpi-PRO is based on the available tools and capabilities of 
SWIFT gpi. It aims to enhance and facilitate gpi use by the banks. 
It integrates gpi with the functionalities of the back-o�ce system 
and helps the banks o�er tracking capability to their clients.

MAIN FUNCTIONS
- Locally tracks each sent and received payment message. 
- Takes necessary action about the sent/received payment by 

allowing the authorized user to update the status of the sent 
or received payment. �e application updates the status of the 
transfer in the SWIFT tracking database using the API calls or 
by generating MT199 message with the status update to be 
sent to the destination bank. �e message can be sent 
automatically or manually and follows a precon�gured 
work�ow. 

- Receives and checks the incoming transfers. 
- Integrates with back-o�ce applications such as the core 

banking, the mobile banking and the internet banking. 
Integration can be achieved using Webservices, MQ, SOAP or 
�le in batch mode.

- Sends noti�cations to operators about the transfer status.
- Sends noti�cations to the bene�ciary (bank’s clients) about 

the transfer status.
- Supports a number of important statistical reports about the 

completed and not completed transfers and the average time 
taken to complete a transfer.

“end-to-end 
payment tracking 
and confirmation”

FEATURES
Supports message embedding and removal of UETR and gpi.
- Supports API calls and MT19x to SWIFT Tracker for 

information retrieval and for status update.
- Supports Stop and Recall Payment service (gSRP).
- Has archiving facility to free the database from the old 

messages.
- Utilizes enhanced security measures.

“secure real-time 
payment tracking 

and monitoring”

BENEFITS
- Eliminates human error in the gpi messages/API structure.
- Allows tracking of payments through a user-friendly 

interface.
- Provides regular updates on payment status.
- Maintains a detailed event log necessary for investigation and 

auditing.
- Automates the loading of SWIFT gpi Directory updates.
- Determines whether the bene�ciary bank is gpi member or 

not.
- Determines the best path to reach the bene�ciary bank taking 

into account the fees, the currency, the cut-o� time and the 
channels for reachability.

- Provides the bank with an additional service to o�er to their 
clients which is a web-interface that allows customers to track 
their payments.

- Resilient to support future SWIFT gpi update.
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